Introduction and Summary
Positional number systems with negative digits have been found to be over one thousand years old [2, p. 192] . The architecturally interesting pure balanced ternary system first appeared in an article of Lalanne [3] in 1840. The use of a negative base was introduced in 1885 but remained relatively unknown until the 1950s, when several authors independently rediscovered the concept [2, p. 188] . Complement representation also was much discussed in this later period as still another alternative to sign magnitude in consideration of arithmetic computer architecture.
The arithmetic of numbers represented in positional notation has a firm foundation [4] , derived from the theory of polynomial arithmetic, which readily incorporates these extensions to negative bases and/or negative digit values, complement representation, and digit values in excess of the base. Our primary concern in this paper is the characterization and computation of those integral-valued base and digit set pairs that provide complete and unique finite radix representation of the integers without the need of a separate sign.
In Section 2 we introduce the radix representation system ~[D] as the set of polynomials with coefficients from the finite set of integer digit values D, where we specifically require only that 0 E D. The digit set D is then termed basic for the integral base/3, where 1/31 -2, if there exists a unique P E ~[D] with P(fl) ffi i for every integer i. For D to be a basic digit set for base fl we show first the necessity that D be a complete residue system modulo ]p ], and second the necessity that D contain no nonzero multiples of fl -1. When D is basic for base/~, it is noted that the n-digit base ~ numbers with digits from D then evaluate to a set of integers that must constitute a basic digit set for base p" and hence, by the former statement, be free of nonzero multiples of B" -1. Our major result is then the sufficiency of the above conditions, stated as a fundamental characterization theorem: D is a basic digit set for base fl if and only ff D is a complete residue system modulo [ ~ [ with 0 C D, where the n-digit base fl numbers with digits from D contain no nonzero multiples of p" -1 for any n >_ 1.
In Section 3 we give a procedure for determining whether or not D is basic for base fl that operates in time linear with the maximum digit magnitude. The set of all basic digit sets for base/~ with digit magnitude at most A can then be enumerated in time O(a I ~ ').
In Section 4 we first note that there are 2 Ipl-3 basic digit sets for fl > 3 and 3.21 ~ I-a basic digit sets for fl _< -3, where the maximum digit magnitude is at most I fl I -1. With the maximum digit magnitude unbounded, we then exhibit an infinite class of basic digit sets for every positive and negative base fl with I I >-3.
Infinite precision radix representation of the reals is considered in Section 5. When D is a basic digit set for base fl, we show, for any real number y, that there is a radix expression ~m d, fl, with d~ E D for all i of value y, but this radix expression may not be unique. Regarding redundancy, let S be the set of real numbers with redundant infinite precision representations in this system. Then we show that (i) S is at least countable and can be uncountable; (ii) y E S can have more than two but at most a finite number of representations; and (iii) S can contain no [ fl I-ary number, that is, no number of the form y = ifl J for any integers i, j.
Characterization of Basic Digit Sets
Let #[C] denote the set of polynomials in the indeterminate x over the set of real coefficients C. Each polynomial P E #[C] may then be interpreted as providing a radix representation of the corresponding real value P(fl), where the base fl is any positive or negative integer with I fl[ >-2. Such a radix representation system is termed redundant when there exist distinct P1,/'2 E #a [C] 
such that Pl(fl) ---P2(fl).
A counting argument shows that redundancy for base fl must occur whenever C contains at least I fl[ + 1 rational values. PROOF. Note that the condition will be the same if all members of C are multiplied by a constant, so without loss of generality we assume that C contains at least [fl[ + 1 distinct integral values, the largest having magnitude A. There are then at least (I fl I + 1) n+l distinct polynomials of degree at most n employing these integral coefficients, each of which evaluates at fl to an integer of magnitude at most Alfl[" + A[fll n-1 + ... + A _< A(lfll "+1 -1). Since (lfll + 1)"+1/(2A(/~) "+1) grows without bound in n, for sufficiently large n there must then exist distinct P1,/'2 E ~[C] of degree at most n with P~(B) --P2(B). [] We are particularly interested in radix representation where the coefficients are limited to a finite set of integral values including zero. Specifically, the digit set D shall denote a finite set of integers with 0 E D. Note then that by employing distinct symbols for each member of D, the standard place-value digit sequence dmdm-1 "" dldo is conveniently utilized to denote a member of ~ [D] . Furthermore, this form of radix representation requires no explicit sign as in the sign-magnitude system and includes both the signed digit and negative base systems that have been investigated in the literature.
For a given base fl the digit set D is nonredundant for fl if distinct members of ~[D] evaluate to distinct values at fl, and D is complete for fl if for every integer i there is some P E ~[D] with P(fl) = i. A digit set which is both nonredundant and complete for fl is termed a basic digit set for ft. A set of integers is a complete residue system modulo m whenever the set contains exactly one integer j with j --imod m for each 0 _ i __ m -1, and the digit set D is a residue digit set for fl if D is a complete residue system modulo I BlIn order to characterize all basic digit set and base pairs we first provide two straightforward necessary conditions for D to be basic for ft. PROOF. The necessity of (i) and (ii) follows from Lemmas 2-4. For sufficiency assume (i) and (ii) hold for D and a given base ft. The following notation will facilitate the proof.
For any residue digit set D for the base fl and any integer i let 
for j_> 1.
For any integer i from (2),
Using ( 
Complexity of Basic Digit Set Verification and Radix Conversion
The theoretical characterization of basic digit sets given by Theorem 5 does not yield an efficient computational procedure for confirming that a given digit set D is basic for base ft. We now show that basic digit set verification can be reduced to determining that • does not cycle for any i for a particular small interval of values of L From Lemma 6 it is evident that determination of whether or not a residue digit set is basic for fl can be made by at most (dm~ -d~o.~)/([fl[ -1) applications of~. The resulting i, ~(i) pairs need then simply be shown to form the edges of a tree rooted at zero to confirm that D is basic for ft. Hence determining if D is basic for fl is linear in the maximum digit magnitude A, and the complexity of enumerating all basic digit sets for base/~ with digit magnitudes at most A is O(A I a l).
LE~IA 6. Let D be a residue digit set for the base ft. Let d,~i~ = min{dld E D}, dm~ = max { d I d ~ D }, and I D I = the cardinality of D. Then D is basic for fl iff there exists P E gP[D] with P(fl) ---i for all
Radix conversion to base/3 and digit set D may be interpreted as the process of determining either a polynomial P ~ ~[D] with P(/3) = i for a given i or that no P E g~ [D] has value i at/3. For a residue digit set D for base }8 the following bound on deg(P) for P E #[D] implicitly provides a complexity bound for radix conversion. (1) The interval of integers given by (5) determine a rooted subtree of Go in Figure  1 , and by Lemma 6 this is sufficient to show Go is a rooted tree. (5) is outlined.
Classes of Basic Digit Sets
There When digit values are allowed to be larger than the magnitude of the base, many more basic digit sets can be obtained. Results of de Bruijn on binary-based "good pairs" [1] effectively establish that there are infinite classes of basic digit sets for base 4. The following theorem establishes the existence of an in/mite class of basic digit sets for any base 13 with 181 -3. For/3 __ -3 it is readily verified that there is a P E ~[Ds] with P(fl) = i and deg(P) _< 2k -1 whenever -21/312k-x __< i _< 21ill 2k-2 for any k _> 1. Replacing each term (I/31 -1) xYofP by x ,+~' + (-I/31 ~k + 1/31 -1)x' we obtain P" E #[D"] with P"(fl) ffi i, and (ii) then follows from Lemma 6. [] For any residue digit set D for the base/3, the intervals specified by (5) and (6) must contain all integers for which • is cyclic. If D contains no nonzero multiples of /3 -1, then any cycle for ~b must have period at least two. This observation may be exploited to yield a subinterval which must contain at least one element for which cycles whenever D is not basic for/3. where sl and s2 are the smallest and second smallest elements of D, respectively, and dm~. ffi max{did E O}. Lemma 9 provides for a rapid cheek that D is basic for/3 ff the interval of values specified by (9) (equivalently, by (10)) is a subset of D.
LEMMA 9. Let the residue digit set D for the base/3 >_ 3 have no nonzero multiples of/3 -1. Let tl ffi max{did ~ D), t2 = max{did E D, d # tl), and dm,n ffi min{dld E D}. Then O is basic for/3 iff there exists P E #[D] with P(/3) ffi j for all
Example. D = {0, 1, 9, 52, -10, -2, -1} is a complete residue system modulo 7 with no nonzero multiple of 6. The set specified by (9) The preceding construction as well as that of Theorem 8 yields only a rather sparse class of basic digit sets with increasing maximum digit magnitude A. Since the class of all basic digit sets for a given base can be rather efficiently enumerated, empirical investigation of those residue digit sets that are and are not basic is possible. For the simplest nontrivial case of determining those j for which {0, -1, j} is basic for base 3, we note from Theorem 5 that j ffi 6k + 1 for k > 0 is necessary, and determining the existence of P E ~[(0, -1, j}] with P(3) = i for -k <_ i -< 0 is sufficient. The enumeration gives j = l, 7, 25, 31, 37, 73, 79, 85 .... as yielding basic (0, -1, j}, which is considerably denser than the list j = l, 7, 25, 79, 239 .... guaranteed by Theorem 8. Determination of the asymptotic behavior of the number f(A) of j, for 1 _ j _ A, such that {0, -1, j} is basic for base 3 is a possibly accessible next step in furthering the understanding of basic digit sets.
Radix Representation of the Reals
First consider the finite precision extension of base fl radix representation which underlies the floating-point representation of computer arithmetic. For the base fl and digit set D, let
For the nonzero expression Q E ~ [D] in the indeterminate x we write Q = dm3g rn 4- Finite precision radix representation systems are of considerable importance for application in computer architecture. The necessary arithmetic structure for ~@ [D] has been extensively investigated in [4] . Our remaining interest in this paper is the correspondence between infinite precision radix representation and the reals when D is basic for/3.
For any digit set D and the indeterminate x, let
An expression Q E .F~[D] is formally a Laurent series which will assume a real value whenever x assumes a real value of magnitude greater than unity. The following examples illustrate application of Lemma 11 and suggest some additional properties of redundant infmite precision radix representation. 
